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Part 2 of an exclusive interview with Douglas Adams from 1979

In this part of this exclusive interview with Douglas Adams, we hear about his dissatisfaction with writing Dr Who scripts for the BBC, and why he was described as looking like Gandhi when he was born. More...

Mankind121 submitted, made popular 2 minutes ago (master.redorbit.com)

Questions From Your Girlfriend That Aren't Really Questions

You know the feeling: things seem to be going well with your significant other. The sex is great, the moments without sex are mildly tolerable, and she hasn't once gotten angry at you for ejaculating onto her favorite blouse. But then, of course, the questions begin. We have compiled a list of these, along with exactly how you're supposed to react. More...

MrBabyMan submitted, made popular 12 minutes ago (www.doubleviking.com)

Breaking: Shooting at the CNN Center In Atlanta

A gunman shot and wounded a woman at the CNN Center complex, Tuesday, prompting newsroom workers to scatter for safety. A witness who is a CNN employee saw a male shoot a female twice in a street-level lobby area at the northeast end of the building, near the Omni hotel, which is part of CNN Center. Police have a suspect in custody.

min54 submitted, made popular 30 minutes ago (www.cnn.com)

Engineers Bring 'Invisibility' One Step Closer to Reality

The Purdue University engineers, following mathematical guidelines devised in 2006 by physicists in the United Kingdom, have created a theoretical design that uses an array of tiny needles radiating outward from a central spoke. The design, which resembles a round hairbrush, would bend light around the object being cloaked. Background objects.... More...

Mankind121 submitted, made popular 2 minutes ago (master.redorbit.com)
Do Naked Ladies Turn Men On?

"On the old Benny Hill Show, there was once a skit where two guys are lying in front of a beach change house. A woman, fully dressed, is lying in a deck chair in front of the beach house, and the two men are looking "up her dress." Presently the woman gets up, goes in the change house, comes out in a very skimpy bikini..." More...

Hot or Not Goes Free

Hot or Not, the online dating and rating site, is about to end its main revenue stream — subscriptions — and focus instead on online ads and transactions, like selling virtual flowers. More...

Bush just lied in his press conference about Iraq

Bush just spoke to the nation, trying to convince the public to support his Iraq quagmire, and he claimed again that the surge, the escalation, was the idea of his commanders in the field, and he's just following their advice. In fact, all of the Joint Chiefs, the heads of the Army, Navy, Air Force and Marines, ALL opposed the surge. He lied, again More...

Online TV Guides: 10 Services Compared

Read/WriteWeb reviews 10 different online TV Guides, such as AOL Television, MeeVee, TV.com, TV Guide, Yahoo! TV. However as more people switch to digital services or use PVRs that have built in on-screen guides, They can't help but wonder if the market for online TV guides is in for a crash. More...

PS3 Sales 'Plummet' 82% (UK) After 1st Week

After a flurry of attention over the PS3’s UK/Europe release last week, sales have dropped 82% in the country. More...

14 Year Old Teenager in 1901 Makes Predictions About Life in 2001

In the year 1901 Arthur Palm, a fourteen-year-old student from Milwaukee, Wisconsin, published an article in his school newspaper (the Excelsior) describing the world of 2001. Below is an excerpt of his article as featured in the book Yesterday's Future: The Twentieth Century Begins (Voices of the Wisconsin Past). More...

Extraordinary move to legalize poppy crops in Afghanistan

Tony Blair is considering calls to legalize poppy production in the Taliban's backyard. The plan could cut medical shortages of opiates worldwide, curb smuggling - and hit the insurgents. Under this pilot program, farmers in Afghanistan, which currently produces 80% of the world's opium, would produce and sell their crop legally to drug companies. More...
Funny Sport. Best Photo Shots
submitted, made popular 2 hours 47 min ago (sport-people.blogspot.com)

Sometimes sport can be much funnier than you think! More...

Pixelator
submitted, made popular 2 hours 52 min ago (www.jasoneppink.com)

“Pixelator takes video pieces currently on display and diffuses them into a pleasant array of 45 blinking, color-changing squares. Since the project is an anonymous collaboration, the resulting video is almost entirely unplanned and unanticipated, with the original artists helping to create new works of art without any knowledge of their...” More...

A better, faster desktop search for Linux!
submitted, made popular 2 hours 52 min ago (www.gnome.org)

Beagle desktop search, while useful, tends to consume way to much system resources, which leaves out Linux users that care about high performance or have older machines. Tracker is a high performance search engine written in C, uses only 3-9 megs of ram and is very Laptop-friendly. Features nautilus and deskbar support for seamless integration. More...
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